Clockaudio Launches Dante Version of the C303W-RF Tri-Element Array Hanging Microphone: The C303W-D

May 29, 2018 – Waterlooville, Hampshire, United Kingdom – Clockaudio, a global leader in pro-av microphone technologies based in the UK and with offices in North America and Asia, is excited to announce the latest addition to the Clockaudio line with its Dante version of the company’s popular Tri-Element hanging microphone, the C303W-D.

Designed for audio or video conferencing, the C303W-D offers consultants and designers a new option when specifying hanging microphones in applications that demand the highest sound quality.

The C303W-D uses the same tri-element microphone array, covering a 360 degree pick up pattern, but packaged in a Dante/AES67 version. Each independent capsule is RF immune, will capture approximately 120 degrees and is optimized for speech intelligibility. Its three channel, Dante transporter is powered by Power over Ethernet. It features an RGB LED ring on its ceiling rose (grommet) for mute status confirmation at a glance. It ships in a plenum rated enclosure for North-America. It does not require phantom power as it outputs on the Dante network.

Says Robert Moreau, Managing Director for Clockaudio North America, “We are very excited to continue expanding our network-based microphone products. The C303W-D is not only compatible to Dante, it is now also compatible with the AES67 standard which opens other possibilities to our customer base”.

The C303W-D is a non-proprietary microphone array, which makes it easy to install, and also compatible with all popular DSP units. Moreau adds, “For applications where table microphones are not an option, the C303W-D offers a great alternative to bring the microphone capsules closer to the participant, with a minimal foot print in the conference room. As microphone specialists, we always thrive to give new solutions to our customers, and the C303W-D definitely responds to an immediate requirement of the market.”
To learn more, please visit [www.clockaudio.com](http://www.clockaudio.com). For additional press materials, product photos or other information, reach our Marketing and PR division at [news@clockaudio.com](mailto:news@clockaudio.com). For technical assistance about this product, contact [technicalsupport@clockaudio.com](mailto:technicalsupport@clockaudio.com).

**ABOUT CLOCKAUDIO**

For over 20 years, Clockaudio has been dedicated to manufacturing innovative pro-audio products.

With corporate headquarters located in the United Kingdom and offices located in North America (Montreal, Canada) and Asia (Singapore), Clockaudio is led by a talented team of audio specialists dedicated to quality, service and innovation.

On a global level, audio professionals actively seek out and recommend Clockaudio for its reputation as a trusted and responsive manufacturer and its customer driven approach to audio solutions. Central to this, is the in-house research and development that Clockaudio consistently reinvests in, which allows clients to explore customized prototypes and develop specific briefs in partnership.

Consultants and contractors alike help to drive Clockaudio’s product development process and appreciate the opportunity to be involved in the engineering process and final solution. The ability to customize is just one of the many factors which makes Clockaudio clearly different.

For the latest information on our new products, news and projects, follow Clockaudio on [twitter](http://twitter.com) and like them on [Facebook](http://facebook.com). Also find them on [LinkedIn](http://linkedin.com).